
CEO Bride 200 

Chapter 200 

Felicity arrived at the tree where the sniper was hiding but she only saw Nash. 

“Nash? When did you get here?” 

Felicity quickly walked towards him. 

She had not seen Nash since she lunged at the man with Angelica. 

It had taken her only three minutes to get to this side of the shore when she heard the gunshots. 

She did not notice Nash on the bridge earlier either. 

“Was it Wesley who shot just now? 

“Where is he?” 

Felicity looked up at the tree. 

“People from Sky Blade Group took him!” 

Nash narrowed his eyes and disappeared in a flash. 

Felicity’s pupils shrank in shock. “He’s fast…” 
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The pilot gulped and reached out to press a button on the control panel. 

Wesley shouted, “That’s the self-destruct button!” 

He instantly pushed Nash out of the helicopter. 

Nash grabbed Wesley by the wrist and pulled him along. 

Boom! 

The moment the two of them left the helicopter, it exploded into a fiery ball. 

Nash and Wesley fell rapidly from a thousand meters high in the air. 

Below them were hills upon hills of rocks, they would die on impact. 

Even if Nash used the power of the Profound Reality Realm, his bones would still be crushed into pieces. 

Felicity stared at the flames in the sky and stood stunned in place. 

She relied on her sense of virtue to catch up to Nash. 

However, all she saw was Nash jumping up by tens of meters and grabbing onto the helicopter’s landing 

gear. 

Then the helicopter flew to an altitude of a thousand meters. 

Now that the helicopter had exploded, it would be impossible for Nash and Wesley to survive. 

Nash grasped Wesley’s wrist tightly. When they were a hundred meters above ground, he used all the 

strength in his body to turn around in the air and strongly threw Wesley onto the grassy area beside the 

cliff. 

Boom! 

 


